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Rate-Adaptive Concurrent Transmission
Scheduling Schemes for WPANs with
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Abstract—We consider the concurrent transmission
scheduling problem in a rate-adaptive wireless personal
area network. In such networks, the physical layer can
adaptively change modulation and coding schemes based
on the interference level in the environment and accord-
ingly change the data rate. The scheduling problem is to
assign users to time slots so that the total throughput
is maximized. The challenge is that the achieved data
rate of one flow is limited by the interference from
other flows in the same slot, which is unknown until the
schedule is known. We propose to discretize data rate
into several distinct levels supported by the PHY layer,
and then use a linear programming model to find the
highest rate level a flow can achieve. The same model
is extended to consider a mixture of omni-directional
antennas and directional antennas with heterogeneous
transmitting power. The simulation results show that the
proposed algorithms outperform the previous work for
adaptive-rate transmission scheduling in both throughput
and fairness.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Wireless personal area networks (WPANs) feature
multi-users coexisting in a small area. Due to the short
distance, users can communicate with each other directly
in a peer-to-peer fashion without involving a relay node.
Also due to the short distance, nodes may have harmful
interference to each other. However, from a system
point of view, having the nodes access the channel
one at a time in a serial TDMA manner may be a
waste of resource due to the long waiting time each
user experiences. The total network throughput may
be decreased for not utilizing spectrum spatial reuse.
The performance degradation can be significant when it
comes to the mm-Wave based WPANs, since at the 60-
GHz band oxygen absorption peaks and the transmission
range is short, so there is large room for spectrum spatial
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reuse. To make efficient use of the radio spectrum, a
rigorous treatment of the subject is deemed necessary.
This motivates the study of finding an optimal schedule
for the maximum network throughput.

Although scheduling is a well-studied subject, to
optimally schedule transmissions when each user can
adjust its data rate according to the signal to interference
and noise ratio (SINR) is relatively new. A new dose of
challenge is added when the data rate of each user is not
known a priori. The achievable data rate is dependent
on who else is transmitting, which is not known until
the scheduling decision is made.

The rate-adaptive scheduling problem is different
from the scheduling problems studied in previous work
[1], [2], in which fixed data rates were used for in-
dividual flows. The main challenge is to manage the
multi-user interference. However, there is no straight-
forward solution for interference management. How
to optimize the scheduling solution for rate-adaptive
networks remains an open issue. In this paper, we
take an optimization-based approach to determine the
concurrent transmission schedule; moreover, we deal
with the interference relation in a continuous scale for
maximum performance gain, which is superior to the
previous work that used a binary conflict relation-based
approach [3]. The proposed solution also considers
fairness among users. The entire schedule for peer-to-
peer transmission is updated in each round, which allows
real-time applications since the duration of a superframe
is long enough to accommodate a schedule update.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we describe the network model for which
the scheduling problem is studied. In Section III, we
formally introduce the rate-adaptive scheduling problem.
In Section IV, we propose a linear programming model
to find the optimal schedule for networks with homo-
geneous and omni-directional antennas. In Section V,
we extend the homogeneous model to networks with
heterogeneous transmitting power and different antenna
types. We compare the proposed work with previous
related work and present simulation results in Section
VI. In Section VII, we briefly survey the previous related
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work. Section VIII concludes the paper and points out
future research directions.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider the model of IEEE 802.15.3 for ultra-
wideband WPANs. Nodes are deployed in a small re-
gion, typically no larger than10m × 10m. Each trans-
mitter can directly transmit to its receiver without using a
relay, and this communication pair forms a flow. One of
the nodes will be selected as the coordinator of the entire
piconet (PNC). Fig. 1 shows the superframe structure. A
superframe starts from the Beacon Period (BP), in which
the PNC broadcasts network control messages. BP is
followed by the Contention Access period (CAP), in
which devices send requests to PNC using CSMA/CA.
After CAP, it is the Channel Time Allocation Period
(CTAP), in which devices communicate with each other
in a peer-to-peer fashion using allocated slots.

To accomodata the variable data rate transmission we
proposed in this paper, the PNC can use the Beacon
Period to announce the schedule together with the rate
information for peer-to-peer transmissions, and devices
can choose the corresponding coding and modulation
schemes based on the schedule and rate information they
have received. The PNC receives requests in the current
CAP and announces the schedule at the next BP, thus the
PNC can use the entire duration of CTAP to compute
the schedule.

CTAPBP CAP

Fig. 1: Superframe structure

Suppose there areN active flows. We name the
transmitter of flowi transmitteri and the receiver of
flow i receiver i. If we assign one flow per slot and
arrange transmissions in a round-robin fashion, there
will be no multi-user interference. A flow will achieve
its highest data rate in the allocated slot, but will have
to refrain from access in other slots, so the average
data rate of flowi is only Ri/N , where Ri is its
achieved data rate in a transmitting slot. If we use
CDMA in each slot, and allow multiple flows to transmit
in one slot using different codes, it is possible that
the total throughput is higher. We assume the codes
are pseudorandom sequences, which have a number of
good properties including immune to noise and auto-
correlation, and low requirement for synchronization.

In this paper, we adopt the same physical layer model
used in [3], which uses the 60 GHz mm-Wave unlicensed
band, and uses DS-CDMA in each allocated slot. We
focus on the scheduling scheme used by the coordinator
for slot allocation.

III. SCHEDULING PROBLEM FORRATE-ADAPTIVE

WIRELESSNETWORKS

Scheduling rate-adaptive flows is fundamentally dif-
ferent from scheduling fixed-rate flows. The latter is
easier in that as long as the SINR is above a threshold,
it uses a fixed data rate to transmit, while in the
former a transmitter varies its data rate according to
the received SINR. When the ratio is high, a node
increases its data rate to maximize spectrum utilization.
If the transmitting power isPT , then the received power
PR = κ1GTGRPT d

−γ , whereκ1 ∝ ( λ
4π )

γ is the con-
stant scaling factor corresponding to the reference path-
loss,GT andGR are transmit and receive antenna gains
respectively,d is the distance between the transmitter
and receiver, andγ is the path-loss component, usually
between 2 and 6. The noise and interference consists
of white Gaussian noise and interference,I, from other
transmitters. If the white Gaussian noise spectral density
is N0, then the total noise power isN0W . Using the
Shannon’s theory, the achievable data rate is

R = κ2W log2(1 +
κ1GTGRPT d

−γ

N0W + I
) ,

whereκ2 accounts for the efficiency of the transceiver
design, andW is the channel bandwidth. When there is
only one active flow in the network, the achievable data
rate is fully determined by its own transmitting power
and constant parameters. However when multiple users
share one slot, the achievable data rate for each user is
no longer a constant. A transmitter then adapts its data
rate based on the current SINR. It is consideredrate-
adaptivebecauseR varies withI.

Definition 1 (MTS):The Maximum Throughput
Scheduling problem is to find an optimal assignment
of flows to slots such that the network throughput is
maximized.

For instance, assume that flow 1 and flow 2 have
data ratesR1 and R2, respectively, when they each
transmit alone. If flow 1 and flow 2 transmit at the
same time, the data rate of flow 1 becomesR2

1 with the
superscript indicating the interfering flow. Apparently
R2

1 < R1, and R1
2 < R2. The combined throughput

is R2
1 + R1

2. The optimal solution to the maximum
throughput ismax{R2

1 +R1
2, R1, R2}. With more flows

involved, the optimal solution is selected from a large
number of choices exponential to the number of flows.
For N flows, the cardinality of the candidate solution

set is
N
∑

k=1

(

N

k

)

= 2N − 1. Among the 2N − 1

flow assignment options, there exists a flow assignment
that provides the maximum total throughput. However,
which flows can be put in one slot to maximize the total
throughput is a complicated combinatorial optimization
problem. We show that the MTS problem is NP-hard
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in the Appendix. Apparently, an exhaustive search algo-
rithm is not practical for largeN . We henceforth explore
a linear programming-based approach.

IV. L INEAR PROGRAMMING-BASED TRANSMISSION

SCHEDULING

The proposed method involves first discretizing data
rate to H levels, with each level corresponding to a
PHY layer coding and modulation scheme. The lowest
data rate,r1, is defined as the minimum data rate at
which a node is allowed to transmit. In other words, if
a node cannot achieve this data rate due to interference,
it won’t be transmitting. The highest data rate,rH ,
is the maximum data rate a node can achieve when
transmitting at the maximum power to a receiver at
distanced = 1 and there is no interference from other
flows. The actual data rate of a flow in a transmitting
slot is between the two boundaries depending on the
interference it receives. Variables and constants used in
the linear program are listed as follows.

Variables:
• 0-1 integer variableui = 1 if flow i uses the current

slot to transmit; =0 otherwise.
• 0-1 integer variableti,h = 1 if flow i uses the

current slot to transmit at rate levelh; =0 otherwise.
• Real-valued variableRi is the achieved data rate

of flow i in the current slot. If flow i is not
transmitting,Ri = 0.

Constants:
• N is the number of flows.
• K is the number of slots.
• W is spectrum bandwidth in MHz.
• γ is the path-loss exponent.
• κ1 is a constant dependent on wavelength,κ1 ∝

( λ
4π )

γ .
• κ2 is the coefficient describing the efficiency of the

transceiver design.
• rh for h = 1..H are the discretized data rates.r1

is the the minimum rate, andrH is the maximum
rate.H is the number of levels.

• SINRh is the signal to interference and noise ratio
threshold to achieve data raterh. Using equation
rh = κ2Wlog2(1 + SINRh), SINRh can be
calculated as follows:SINRh = 2rh/(κ2W ) − 1
for a given data raterh.

• GT (i) is the omni-directional antenna gain of trans-
mitter i, GR(i) is the omni-directional antenna gain
of receiver i. For homogeneous model,GT (i) =
GR(i) = η × 1, whereη is the antenna radiation
efficiency.

• b is cross-correlation between two concurrent trans-
missions in a CDMA context, also called multiuser
interference (MUI) factor.

• N∞ is a large positive number.

A. A High Throughput Scheduling Algorithm (LP)

Let k be the current slot number.R(k)
i is the sum

of data rates from slots 1 tok, for k = 1, ...,K. Upon
termination, we getR(K)

i /K, the average data rate of
flow i overK slots. Initially we setk = 1, andR(0)

i =
0, ∀i.

Algorithm LP

- Step 1:Pick the flow that has the lowest through-
put:

i∗ = argmin
i

R
(k−1)
i

then setui∗ = 1. For the first iteration, since all
flows haveR(0)

i = 0, pick a flow randomly.
- Step 2: Solve the following linear program, and

obtain data rateRi and slot assignmentui at the
current slot:
Maximize

N
∑

i=1

Ri (1)

Subject to

ui∗ = 1 (2a)

ui ≤

H
∑

h=1

ti,h, ∀i (2b)

ui ≥ ti,h, ∀i, ∀h (2c)
H
∑

h=1

ti,h ≤ 1, ∀i (2d)

Ri ≤
H
∑

h=1

ti,h rh, ∀i (2e)

N∞(1− ti,h) + (κ1Gi,iPT d
−γ
i,i /SINRh) ≥

N0W + b
∑

l 6=i

(ul κ1GT (l)GR(i)PT d
−γ
l,i ), ∀i, ∀h

(2f)

- Step 3: updateR(k)
i :

R
(k)
i = R

(k−1)
i +Ri, ∀i

- Step 4: k = k + 1. While k ≤ K, repeat steps
1–3.

- Return the average data rate of each flow

R
(K)
i /K, and network throughput

N
∑

i=1

R
(K)
i /K.

Inequality (2b) requires that ifti,h = 0 for all h, then
ui = 0, which means if flowi is not using any valid data
rate to transmit, then flowi is not transmitting in slotk
at all. Inequality (2c) requires that ifti,h = 1 for some
h, thenui = 1, which states that if flowi is using some
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data raterh to transmit, then flowi is transmitting in slot
k. Inequality (2d) requires that a flow either use one rate
level to transmit or not transmit at all. Inequality (2e)
states that if flowi is using levelh then the achieved data
rate isrh in this slot. (2f) requires that if flowi has data
raterh in slotk, then the signal to interference and noise
ratio must be at leastSINRh; otherwise ifti,h = 0, the
inequality is automatically satisfied for having a large
positive constant at the left hand side.

Formulating the MTS problem into a Mixed Integer
Program (MIP) does not make the original problem
easier to solve, since it is still an NP-hard problem, but
it does provide a way to approach the optimal solution.
The MIP can be solved by first relaxing it to a real-
valued linear program and then rounding fractions to
integers. The heuristics yields a feasible schedule, from
which the actual data rates are calculated according to
the Shannon’s theory. Most solvers (i.e.,lp solve) have
built-in ability to do LP-relaxation and rounding. It takes
only O(n3)-time to solve a real-valued linear program
with n variables, much lower than the exponential-time
exhaustive search algorithm.

B. Throughput-Fairness Tradeoff Design (LP-Fair)

Although the algorithmLP does have some control
over fairness by allowing the flow with the lowest data
rate to transmit in the next slot, the achieved data rate
in the next slot still depends on the interference from
other transmitters. To improve fairness, we introduce
a coefficientci(ci > 0) for each flow i and use the
following objective function in Step 2. We call this
algorithmLP-Fair.
Maximize

N
∑

i=1

ciRi (3)

In the first slot (k = 1), we setci = 1, ∀i. When
k ≥ 2, ci reflects the priority to transmit for each
node. To decide the coefficientci, we need a function
f(R

(k−1)
1 , ..., R

(k−1)
N ) : RN → RN that has the follow-

ing property: ifR(k−1)
i < R

(k−1)
j , thenci > cj , so that

in the next round, nodei has better chance to transmit
than nodej. There are infinite number of functions that
have this property. For instance,

1) ci = rank(R
(k−1)
i ). The largest rate has rank 1,

and the smallest rate has rankN .

2) ci =
N
∑

i=1

R
(k−1)
i /(R

(k−1)
i + 1)

We choose to use the first one in this paper for its
simplicity, although others can do the job equally well.
To see howci regulates fairness, we consider the 5-
flow network in Fig. 2. In the first slot, flows 1, 2 and 5
transmitted, and flows 3 and 4 did not, so we assignc =
{1, 1, 3, 3, 2} for flows 1 to 5 (same number indicates
there is a tie). In the second round, flow 4 was selected

as the seed (i∗ = 4), and flows 4 and 5 transmitted,
then we setc = {3, 3, 4, 2, 1}. LP already has fairness
consideration by choosing the seed of the next round.
The use of coefficientci can further improve fairness
over LP by assigning different priorities. The effect of
using ci is observed at slot 2, when bothLP and LP-
Fair selected flow 4 as the seed,LP would choose flow 2
to transmit together with flow 4,LP-Fair would choose
flow 5 to transmit together with flow 4, becausec5 =
2, and c2 = 1, therefore flow 5 has higher priority to
transmit than flow 2.

C. A Benchmark for Maximum Throughput

To assess the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm,
we present a benchmark model. The benchmark model
is a global optimization model that tries to schedule
transmissions for all slots in one linear program, with an
objective of maximizing the total throughput. All vari-
ables need to add one more dimensionk to indicate slot
number. The following notations are used for variables:

• uk,i = 1 if flow i uses slotk to transmit; =0
otherwise.

• tk,i,h = 1 if flow i uses slotk to transmit at rate
level h; =0 otherwise.

• Rk,i is the achieved data rate of flowi in slot k. If
nodei is not transmitting in slotk, Rk,i = 0.

Maximize
1

K

N
∑

i=1

K
∑

k=1

Rk,i (4)

Subject to

uk,i ≤

H
∑

h=1

tk,i,h, ∀k, ∀i (5a)

uk,i ≥ tk,i,h, ∀k, ∀i, ∀h (5b)
∑

h

tk,i,h ≤ 1, ∀k, ∀i (5c)

Rk,i ≤

H
∑

h=1

tk,i,h rh, ∀k, ∀i (5d)

N∞(1− tk,i,h) + (κ1Gi,iPT d
−γ
i,i /SINRh) ≥

N0W + b
∑

l 6=i

(uk,l κ1GT (l)GR(i)PT d
−γ
l,i ), ∀k, ∀i, ∀h

(5e)

Solving this optimization problem will lead to the
slot assignment for all slots. We call this algorithm
Aggregate.

In addition to pursuing the maximum throughput,
sometimes there is a strict requirement for fairness
among flows. We adopt a widely used method to address
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fairness requirement, and call the algorithm with fairness
control Aggregate-Fair.

• Each individual flow must achieve at leastp-
fraction of the total throughput, where0 ≤ p ≤
1/N . We add the following constraint:

∑

k

Rk,i ≥ p
∑

i

∑

k

Rk,i, , ∀i (5g)

The solution to the linear programming model defined
by (4)–(5e) leads to the maximum throughput, but it
cannot be efficiently solved for large networks. With the
additional fairness constraint, it is more complex. In the
next section, we use it as a benchmark to evaluate the
performance of the slot-by-slot methodsLP andLP-Fair.

D. Comparison to the Benchmark

We show a network with ten nodes and five flows
deployed on a10m× 10m square region. Transmission
power PT is set to 10 mW. The number of levels for
data rate is five (H=5). Transmitters and receivers are
shown in Fig. 2.Aggregate-Fairalgorithm is used with
p = 1/10. Transmission schedule is shown in TABLE I.
TheAggregatemodel would schedule flow 2 and flow 3
in every slot, and TDMA would schedule one flow per
slot, but the slot-by-slot modelLP would schedule flow
1, flow 2, and flow 3 in the first slot, then flow 2 and
flow 4 in the second slot, and so on. Throughput result
is shown in TABLE II. ComparingLP with Aggregate,
LP has 3.1% throughput loss; ComparingLP-Fair with
Aggregate-Fair, LP-Fair has only 1.1% throughput loss
since the fairness constraint also reduces total throughput
for Aggregate-Fair.

2

4

3
1

5

transmitter

receiver

Fig. 2: A network of 10 nodes, 5 flows.

Running-time Comparison:Compared to the
benchmark models, which schedule all slots in one linear
program, the proposed slot-by-slot models reduce the
number of variables by a factor ofK (K is the number
of slots). Solving the real-valued linear program is in the
order ofO(n3) wheren is the number of variables. The
slot-by-slot models solve the smaller linear program for
K times, so the overall running time is still reduced
by a factor of K2 from the benchmark model. The
running-time efficiency is achieved with a slight tradeoff
in throughput performance.

Slot Agg Agg-Fair LP LP-Fair TDMA

1 2, 3 1, 2, 3 1, 2, 3 1, 2, 5 1
2 2, 3 4, 5 2, 4 4, 5 2
3 2, 3 1, 2, 3 2, 3, 5 2, 3, 5 3
4 2, 3 4, 5 1, 2, 3 1, 2, 3 4
5 2, 3 1, 2, 3 2, 4 2, 4 5

TABLE I: Transmission scheduling

Flow Agg Agg-Fair LP LP-Fair TDMA

1 0 1023.52 682.34 911.02 341.21
2 3706.23 1690.68 2705.09 2147.81 563.62
3 3706.23 1519.69 1646.33 1139.76 633.27
4 0 1663.33 2049.97 1856.65 1025.09
5 0 1241.39 99.41 1005.03 497.07
∑

7412.46 7138.68 7183.14 7060.27 3060.26

TABLE II: Flow rate and network throughput (Mbps)

E. Performance Gap

The proposed linear programs all have integer vari-
ables in them, and the exact solutions for integer or
mixed integer programs are NP-hard to compute. To
understand how close the results are from the optimal
solutions, we need to know the optimal solutions. How-
ever, the dilemma is that we do not have an efficient
method to compute the optimal solutions. Since these
problems are all maximization problem, a reasonable
approach is to compare the obtained solutions with the
upper bounds of the optimal solutions. Taking program
(4)-(5e) as an example, we can find the upper bound of
the optimal solution by computing the following real-
valued linear program:

• real-valued variableuk,i, 0 ≤ uk,i ≤ 1
• real-valued variabletk,i,h, 0 ≤ tk,i,h ≤ 1
• Real-valued variableRk,i is the achieved data rate

of flow i in slot k. If node i is not transmitting in
slot k, Rk,i = 0.

Maximize
1

K

N
∑

i=1

K
∑

k=1

Rk,i (6)

Subject to

uk,i ≤
H
∑

h=1

tk,i,h, ∀k, ∀i (7a)

uk,i ≥ tk,i,h, ∀k, ∀i, ∀h (7b)
∑

h

tk,i,h ≤ 1, ∀k, ∀i (7c)

Rk,i ≤
H
∑

h=1

tk,i,h rh, ∀k, ∀i (7d)

Nk,i = N0W + b
∑

l 6=i

(κ1GT (l)GR(i)PT d
−γ
l,i ), ∀k, ∀i,

(7e)
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Nk,i(1− tk,i,h) + (κ1Gi,iPT d
−γ
i,i /SINRh) ≥

N0W + b
∑

l 6=i

(uk,l κ1GT (l)GR(i)PT d
−γ
l,i ), ∀k, ∀i, ∀h

(7f)

Program (6)-(7f) is solvable in polynomial time. With
n variables, the running time complexity isO(n3). If
the objective value of the optimal solution to (6)-(7f) is
OPTrel, and the objective value of the optimal solution
to (4)-(5e) isOPTint, then

OPTrel ≥ OPTint ,

since the optimal solution of (4)-(5e) is a feasible
solution of (6)-(7f), andOPTrel, by definition, is the
largest value among all feasible solutions.

If the objective solution from the proposed heuristics
is SOLA, which is obtained by solving the real-valued
program and then rounding up fractional values to
integer values, then we have

SOLA ≤ OPTint ≤ OPTrel

The gap betweenSOLA and OPTint is certainly
smaller than the gap betweenSOLA andOPTrel. So
we have

OPTint

SOLA
≤

OPTrel

SOLA

The LHS is the performance ratio that we want to know,
but is not available; the RHS is the upper bound of the
performance ratio. The experiment results show that the
upper bound of the performance ratio is around 1.5∼
1.6 for the following test cases:

Flow Number 5 flows 10 flows 15 flows 20 flows
Ratio OPTrel

SOLA
1.53 1.542 1.55 1.57

TABLE III: The upper bound of the performance ratio.

The actual performance ratio is smaller than the data
shown in the table. We conclude that the performance of
the proposed heuristics is close to the optimal solution.

V. EXTENSION TO DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA AND

HETEROGENEOUSTRANSMITTING POWER

In this section, we consider networks with directional
antennas and non-uniform transmission power. There
are several benefits of using directional antenna: it
increases the signal strength at the intended receiver
while at the same time reduces interference to others.
Although WPANs usually have small network coverage
area and there is no need to increase transmission range,
we can achieve much higher network throughput by
using directional antenna. The new interference relation
will not only depend on node positions but also the
beamwidth and orientation of the axes of the radiation

sectors. A directional antenna pattern consists of a main
lobe with gainGM = η 2π

θ and beamwidthθ and side
lobes with gainGS = (1 − η) 2π

2π−θ and aggregated
beamwidth2π−θ. Let GT (i, j) be the transmit antenna
gain between transmitteri and receiverj; GR(i, j) is the
receiver antenna gain between transmitteri and receiver
j. If transmitter i is omni-directional, thenGT (i, j)
is the same asGT (i) in Section IV regardless of the
location of receiverj. Similarly, if receiverj is omni-
directional, thenGR(i, j) = GR(j) regardless of the
location of transmitteri. When transmitter (or receiver)
i has a directional antenna, in order to achieve the
maximum directivity gain, we can make receiver (or
transmitter)i align with transmitter (or receiver)i’s main
lobe axis.

In heterogeneous networks, in addition to using dif-
ferent types of antennas, nodes can also have different
transmit power. LetPT (i) be the transmit power of flow
i, then the received power of flowi is calculated as

PR(i) = κ1GT (i, i)GR(i, i)PT (i)d
−γ
i,i

The interference power from transmitterj to receiveri
is

Ij,i = κ1bGT (j, i)GR(j, i)PT (j)d
−γ
j,i

With the above substantiation, we can replace inequality
(2f) with the following in the linear program forLP and
LP-Fair.

N∞(1− ti,h) + (κ1GT (i, i)GR(i, i)PT (i)d
−γ
i,i /SINRh) ≥

N0W + b
∑

l 6=i

(ul κ1GT (l, i)GR(l, i)PT (l)d
−γ
l,i ), ∀i, ∀h.

(6)

Case 1: Omni-directional Transmitter and Receiver

If flow i has an omni-directional transmitter and an
omni-directional receiver, thenGT (i, i) = GT (i) and
GR(i, i) = GR(i). For other interfering transmitters
l 6= i,

GT (l, i) =































GT (l), if Tx l is omni-directional;

GM , if Tx l is directional and Rxi is

inside the main lobe of Txl;

GS , if Tx l is directional and Rxi is

not inside the main lobe of Txl.

Since receiver i is omni-directioanl, GR(l, i) =
GR(i), ∀l.

Case 2: Directional Transmitter and Omni-directional
Receiver

Transmitteri is directional withGT (i, i) = GM . Re-
ceiver i is omni-directional withGR(i, i) = GR(i). For
other interfering transmittersl 6= i, GR(l, i) = GR(i),
and we follow the same discussion from Case 1 for
GT (l, i).
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Case 3: Omni-directional Transmitter and Directional
Receiver

Transmitteri is omni-directional withGT (i, i) = GT (i).
Receiveri is directional withGR(i, i) = GM . For other
interfering transmittersl 6= i, GT (l, i) follows Case 1.
Since receiveri is directional,GR(l, i) will depend on
whether transmitterl is located within the main lobe of
the receiveri.

GR(l, i) =

{

GM , if l is inside the main lobe ofi;

GS , otherwise.

Case 4: Directional Transmitter and Receiver

Transmitteri is directional withGT (i, i) = GM . Re-
ceiver i is directional withGR(i, i) = GM . For other
transmittersl 6= i, GT (l, i) follows Case 1, andGR(l, i)
follows Case 3.

VI. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION

We evaluate the proposed schemes on the number
of concurrent transmissions, network throughput, and
fairness through simulation. The algorithms using ob-
jective functions (1) and (3) are namedLP andLP-Fair,
respectively. The proposed schemes are compared with
the REX scheme in [3] and the serial TDMA scheme
using the same network setup.

The networks are set up on a10×10m2 area. A total
of 2N nodes are randomly deployed in the square region,
from which N nodes are randomly selected as trans-
mitters and the remainders are designated as receivers
to form N active flows. We have tested networks of
different sizes withN = 5 ∼ 80.

In all simulations we have used the following settings:

• The number of slotsK in a frame is the same as
the number of flowsN . This is not a requirement
by the proposed algorithms, but a requirement of
the serial TDMA, which assigns one flow per slot
in a TDMA frame.

• For transmission powerPT , with omni-to-omni
transmissions, we vary the transmission power from
0.4 to 165 mW, which is equivalent to having
exclusive region radiusr0=0.5m to 10m in REX
[3]; if directional antennas are involved, we use
a constant transmission powerPT = 10mW and
vary the beamwidthθ from 6o to 90o with incre-
ment∆θ = 6o.

• Data rate levelsH is set to 5.
• Other parameters:γ = 4, W = 500MHz, η = 0.9,

b = 10−2, N0 = −114dBW/MHz, κ1 = −51dB,
κ2 = 1, N∞ = 105.

A. On Concurrent Transmissions

For a serial TDMA, the number of concurrent trans-
missions is exactly one. ForREX, LP and LP-Fair, the
number of concurrent transmissions in each slot is in
general larger than one and non-uniform, so the average
over allK slots is used. If the number of transmissions

in slot k is xk, thenX = 1
K

K
∑

k=1

xk is used in the plots.

For each point in the plot, we run 10 randomly generated
test cases and calculate the average.

In Fig. 3, we show the average number of concurrent
transmissions byLP andREXwith 10, 30, and 40 flows.
In Fig. 3(a) the number of concurrent transmissions
decreases with transmission power due to the cross-flow
interference, and increases with the number of flows
due to having more choices to select from. In Fig. 3(b)
and (c) when directional antennas are used, we observed
that concurrency decreases with beamwidth since larger
beamwidth causes larger cross-flow interference.

B. On Throughput

Fig. 4 shows network throughput achieved on the
same network instances used in Fig. 3. In Fig. 4(a), as
we increase the transmission power, there is an initial
climbing phase from 0.4 mW to around 3.75 mW; after
this point, network throughput decreases with transmis-
sion power due to stronger cross-flow interference. In
Fig. 4(b) and (c), we use constant transmission power 10
mW, and network throughput decreases with beamwidth
due to larger interference area.

We further investigated the impact of having more
flows on network performance by using a fixed trans-
mission power 10 mW and a fixed beamwidth30o.
The results in Fig. 5 confirmed the increasing trend of
throughput with the number of flows, and the conclusion
is true for both omnidirectional and directional antennas.

We also evaluated the algorithms in heteroge-
neous networks by randomly selecting either an omni-
directional or a directional antenna for each node while
keeping the fraction of nodes with directional antennas
a fixed constantp. We ensure that if a transmitter is
directional, it must face the receiver; if a receiver is
directional, it must face the transmitter. We compare
network throughput resulting fromLP and REX. Fig.
6(a) is the result with beamwidthθ = 30o, and (b)
with θ = 45o. The result showsLP outperformsREX in
every single case and the throughput gain is increasing
with number of flows and the percentage of directional
antennas. Withθ = 30o, at p=20%, the throughput gain
of LP overREX is from 4% to 45%, increasing with the
number of flows; and atp=80%, the throughput gain is
from 9% to 65%. Withθ = 45o, the throughput gain
is relatively smaller and the range of throughput gain is
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Fig. 3: Concurrent transmissions, (a) Omni-Omni, (b)
Omni-Directional, (c) Directional-Directional.

from 4% to 28% atp=20% and from 8.5% to 64% at
p=80%.

C. On Fairness

To evaluate peer fairness, we use Jain’s fairness index.
Let yi be the measurement for flowi, then Jain’s fairness

is computed as(
N
∑

i=1

yi)
2/(N

N
∑

i=1

y2i ). We first compare

resource allocation fairness by using the number of slots
allocated to each flow as measurement, then compare
data rate fairness by using the per flow data rate as
measurement. We call the two indices slot-index and
rate-index respectively. Apparently the serial TDMA
scheme has a perfect slot-index of 1.
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Fig. 4: Throughput, (a) Omni-Omni, (b) Omni-
Directional, (c) Directional-Directional.

We compareLP, LP-Fair andREXon their slot-index
and rate-index. Since there exists a tradeoff between
network throughput and peer fairness, we also included
network throughput to show the overall performance
of these schemes. We use fixed transmission power
Pt = 10 for all cases, and useθ = 30o for directional
antennas. Fig. 7 shows the cases in which transmitter
and receiver both use omni-directional antennas, and
Fig. 8 shows the cases in which transmitter and receiver
both use directional antennas. It is shown thatLP-Fair
has the best fairness performance and the second best
throughput performance;LP has the best throughput
performance, and the second best fairness performance.
Both LP andLP-Fair outperformREXin throughput and
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Fig. 5: Throughput, (a) Tx and Rx use the same type of
antenna, (b) Tx and Rx use different types of antennas.
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Fig. 6: Throughput result for heterogeneous networks
with 20% or 80% directional antennas, (a)θ = 30o, (b)
θ = 45o.
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Fig. 7: Fairness result for Omni-Omni transmissions, (a)
Network throughput, (b) Jain’s index

fairness simultaneously.
It is further observed that every scheme has a larger

slot-index than its rate-index. Since slot allocation is our
means, slot-index can be easily controlled; but data rate
is the outcome of using slot allocation, so rate-index
can only be indirectly controlled.LP-Fair outperforms
the other two schemes in both slot-index and rate-index,
and it is noteworthy to point out thatLP-Fair has the
smallest gap between slot-index and rate-index, which
indicates effective control over peer fairness.

VII. R ELATED WORK

Scheduling is a major research problem in wireless
communication and has received extensive study since
the earliest days of wireless communication. Different
network models have been considered. Some deal with
peer-to-peer communication in personal area networks
[3]–[6], some deal with one-hop communication in
cellular networks [7], and some deal with multi-hop
communication in ad hoc networks [1], [2], [8]. The
performance consideration is mainly throughput and
fairness among users.

In [9]–[11], a conflict graph is constructed to bound
the mutual interference so the SINR of the tagged trans-
mission can be above the threshold for a predetermined
data rate. As a result, fixed data rates for all transmitter-
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Fig. 8: Fairness result for Dir-Dir transmissions, (a)
Network throughput, (b) Jain’s index

receiver pairs are used throughout the communication
session. [12] is another example in which SINR is con-
sidered during scheduling but only used as a threshold
for a fixed data rate. These works are fundamentally
different from ours which treats data rate as a variable.
In broadband wireless systems such as UWB and mm-
Wave wireless networks, the transmitter can adjust the
data rate according to the SINR. With such rate-adaptive
property, these conflict graph based solutions are no
longer optimal. To schedule concurrent transmissions
in a rate-adaptive network, [13]–[15] proposed schedul-
ing solutions based on the exclusive region concept,
which reserves an area for each flow to avoid harmful
mutual interference. It is found that these concurrent
scheduling can result in much higher network throughput
than TDMA. [4] further proposed a global search-based
algorithm to achieve higher throughput with concurrent
transmissions.

Proportionally fair scheduling[16], [17] has been
studied for simplified network models in [18]–[21], in
which at most two users are allocated to any slot. The
cardinality of the candidate solution set is polynomial,
and therefore it renders a polynomial-time algorithm.
Different from previous work, this paper deals with
unbounded users in any slot. The optimal solution is
selected from an exponential-sized candidate set, and it

is an NP-hard problem.

The most related work to this paper is [3] in which
the same network model is considered, where nodes can
use directional antennas and data rate can be adapted to
the received SINR. The method used in [3] is to derive
a sufficient condition that ensures the aggregated data
rate from concurrent transmissions be higher than the
would-be average data rate in a serial TDMA scheme,
and then compute an exclusive region for each flow
based on this sufficient condition and antenna directivity.
The scheduling process starts from randomly selecting
a flow, and then adds flows one-by-one if the new flow
and existing flows are out of each other’s exclusive
region. The benefit of this approach is its simplicity,
since it is easy to determine if a node is inside a region;
the drawback is that it has turned a continuous-scaled
interference relation into a binary relation— transmit-
ters inside the region are forbidden to transmit, and
those outside of the region are allowed to transmit.
In fact, multiple transmitters outside of the exclusive
region have accumulated effect on the receiver and their
aggregated interference maybe even higher than from
the one inside the exclusive region, but they could be
allowed to transmit at the same time if their exclusive
regions are mutually exclusive. These are the reasons for
performance loss. [3] is an improvement and extension
of earlier works that use the concept of exclusive region
[13]–[15].

VIII. C ONCLUSION

We considered scheduling concurrent transmissions
in a variable data rate WPAN. Linear programming-
based algorithms for maximum throughput with fair-
ness consideration have been proposed. The simulation
results showed significant improvement over TDMA
and earlier work with concurrent transmissions. The
performance gain increases with the directivity of the
antenna and the percentage of nodes with directional
antennas in the network. The proposed algorithmsLP-
Fair is the best in fairness and the second best in
throughput, andLP is the best in throughput and the
second best in fairness; the two algorithms outperform
previous workREXin both fairness and total throughput.

The paper serves as a good starting point for more
advanced research problems in this area, e.g., consider-
ing fast fading channels and node mobility. In addition,
although the current work allows for heterogeneous
transmitting power, power is used as a predetermined pa-
rameter. Future work will also consider adaptive power
control and the joint design of scheduling and power
control.
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APPENDIX

In this section we prove that the MTS problem is
NP-hard. Apparently the MTS problem∈ NP. The NP-
hardness of MTS can be established by transforming
from the Maximum Weight Independent Set problem
(MWIS). The cardinality version Maximum Indepen-
dent Set problem (MIS) is NP-hard [22], and so is
the weighted version, since the cardinality version is a
subclass of the weighted version.

We first introduce a new definition.
Definition 2 (Conflict Pair): Let Rj

i be the data rate
of flow i when being interfered by flowj, andRi

j be
the data rate of flowj when being interfered by flow
i. If flow i and flow j when sharing one slot have a
combined data rateRj

i +Ri
j ≤ max{Ri, Rj}, then flow

i and flow j are a Conflict Pair.
The reduction from an instance of MWIS to an

instance of MTS is as follows: for any given graph
G = (V,E) with vertex weight setW , construct a
wireless network with2|V | nodes and|V | flows. Each
flow when not being interfered by other flows has data
rate Ri = Wi. In addition, the inter-flow relation is
configured according to the following rules:

1) If vertex i and vertexj are connected by an edge
in the given graph, flowi and flow j must be a
conflict pair in the wireless network.

2) Adding a new flowk to a group of flows must
not change the conflict pairs of existing flows.
For example, ifRj

i + Ri
j ≤ max{Ri, Rj} then

Rjk
i +Rik

j ≤ max{Rk
i +Rk

j }, and if Rj
i +Ri

j >

max{Ri, Rj} thenRjk
i +Rik

j > max{Rk
i +Rk

j }.

Since channel condition, transmitting power, antenna
characteristics, and node location can be arbitrarily set,
we can ensure that the constructed wireless network
comply with the above two rules. Thus each instance
of the MWIS problem is transformed to an instance
of the MTS problem in polynomial time. The optimal
solution to the MTS problem is a subset of flows that
has the maximum combined data rate, corresponding to
the subset of independent vertices in the graph that has
the maximum weight.

This completes the proof that MTS is NP-hard.�


